Future Juvenile Fiction Releases

MAY 2020
Almond, David—War is Over
Applegate, Katherine—The One and Only Bob
Choldenko, Gennifer—Orphan Eleven
George, Jessica Day—The Rider’s Reign
Gidwitz, Adam—The Madre de Aguas of Cuba
Going, K.L.—The Next Great Jane
Kelly, Erin Entrada—We Dream of Space
Lerangis, Peter—The Chaos Loop
Levine, Gail Carson—A Ceiling Made of Eggshells
Lupica, Mike—The Turnover
McDonald, Andrew—Real Pigeons Eat Danger
Myklusch, Matt—Lost Kingdom
Quinn, Jordan—Den of Wolves
Rosoff, Meg—McTavish Goes Wild
Ruby, Laura—The Map of Stars
Wynne-Jones, Tim—War at the Snow White Motel and Other Stories

Ritter, William—The Unready Queen
Robinson, Craig—Jake the Fake Keeps His Cool
Rylander, Chris—The Rise of Greg

JULY 2020
Blabey, Aaron—The Bad Guys in the Dawn of the Underlord
Coville, Bruce—Sixth-Grade Alien
Hobbs, Will—City of Gold
McKay, Hilary—The Time of Green Magic
Messner, Kate—Attack on Pearl Harbor
Mlynowski, Sarah—Upside-Down Magic #7
O’Hearn, Kate—The Missing
Osborne, Mary Pope—Late Lunch with Llamas

AUGUST 2020
Elliott, Rebecca—Eva in the Spotlight
Feinstein, John—Game Changers
Lupica, Mike—Triple Threat
Patterson, James—Max Einstein Saves the Future
Potter, Ellen—The Bog Beast
Siwa, Jojo—Razzle-Dazzle Babysitters
Watson, Tom—The Firefly Fix
Wooding, Chris—Out of This World
Woodrow, Allan—The Revenge of the Werepenguin

JUNE 2020
Armstrong, Kelley—The Gryphon’s Lair
Bauer, Joan—Raising Lumie
DiCamillo, Kate—Stella Endicott and the Anything Is Possible Poem
Kaufman, Amie—Battle Born
Patterson, James—The Plunder Down Under